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Abstract 

Due to nonvanishing dispersion in the rf-sections of the 
HERA electron ring, noise in the accelerating field excites 
coherent transverse oscillations. The effect of these exrita- 
tions on the proton beams via the beam-beam force is stu- 
died in a simple analytical approach. From measurements 
of the noise spect,rum of the PETRA rf-system, an estimate 
for the proton emittancc growth rat,e is derived. It is shown 
that it can be larger than 1 hr-’ unless the tunes of the col- 
lider are not carefully chosen. 

Introducu 

In the HERA collider presently under construction at DESY, 
prot,ons at an energy of up to about 1 TeV will collide with 
electron (or positron) hunches of 30 GeV. One of the ef- 
fects which may limit t,he maximum achievable luminosity 
in storage rings is the bean-beam int.eract.ion (“space charge 
effect”). Usually this limit is expressed in terms of the ma- 
ximum tolerable linear tune shift, AQ, caused by the space 

charge force, The tune shift limit is known to be about 
an order of magnit,ude smaller for protons than for elec- 
trons. This is r&&d in the AQ-values for HERA (SW 

Table I). According to the generally accepted “typical” li- 
mits of ilQma, = 5. 10m2 for electrons and bQrnaz = 5. 10W3 

for prcttons, the HERA design appears t,o he rather conser- 
vative. However, in a two-ring machine like HERA, effects 

usually riot, present in a single-ring collider can become im- 
portant. A st,riking example is the proton beam blow-up 
caused by nonlinear synchro-Matron resonances when the 
electron and proton beams cross at an angle. This was ex- 

t,enSively studied by Piwinski’, and it, led t,o the decision for 

a head-on interaction geometry in HERAZq3. Other effects 
whirh may reduce the proton beam lifetime can he caused 
by transverse displacements of the colliding bunches with re- 

spect to each other (e.g. indured by ground motion waves4). 
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Table 1: HERA interaction paramet,er 

The effect I am considering in this paper is caused by co- 

herent transverse oscillations of the electron bunches. The 
oscillations are excited by noise in the electron rf-cavities 
where the dispersion function cannot be made zero due to the 
specialities of the HERA electron ring lattice (see refs.293). 
A simple analytical description of the excitation mechanism 
is given in the following section. Also, the results of ex- 
perimental studies at PETRA are given. In the subsequent 
section, the emittanre growth of the prot,on beam due to 
the coherent electron oscillations is discussed on t,he basis 
of a strongly simplified model. The analytical description 
is compared to the results of a computer simulation study. 
Finally some conclusions are drawn. 

Coherent Excitation of Elqctrons 

In t,he descript,inn of the excitation of coherent, oscillations 

driven by noise,1 make the following simplifying assump- 
tions: 

l the localization of the cavities in the ring is ignored; 
the beam is assumed to behave like a simple harmonic 

damped oscillator in both the longitudinal and hori- 
zontal plane. The tune is assumed “far” away from 
synchro-betatron resonances and the (small) longitu- 
dinal-transverse coupling due to the dispersion in the 
cavities is ignored. 

a the rfnoise in the cavities has a “white” frequency 
spectrum (the noise is unrorrelat,ed at, different times). 

. any effects of the beam-beam interaction on the elec- 
t- motion are ignored. 

The equations of coherent synchrotron and betatron oscilla- 
tions can then be written as: 

dZ Ap -_ 
at2 p 

d2 
--cc, + 26,$r, + &, = (.:+ H :> $:,J1’z$WJ 
dtz (2) 

where 

Gd,: synchrotron frequency tir: (fractional part of) 
betat,ron frequency 

6,: longitudinal damping 6,: transv. damping 
constant constant 

CT,,: rf-voltage E,: electron energy 
&p(t): rf-phase noise i(:‘: <: ij-function at I.P. 

C: H ;,=-i: D’//? + 2aDD’ -+ PO’” > (average over 
cavity section) 



From eqs. ( 1,2) the rorwlat~ion flmrticms for col~rrmt rnot,iou 
can hc derived: 
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(6) 
\ P / rm‘ 0, 

where P* is the frequency power spectrum of the noise of 
the rf-phase, which is assumed independent of frequency (at 
least over a range of frequencies corresponding to “typical” 
synchrotron and betatron tunes). 

The rf-noise of the PETRA rf-system was measured with 
a spectrum annlyser in the range of the synchrotron fre- 
quency (ti, = 44.6 KHzj, yielding P, = 10-(10*o,5) Hz-' 5. 
Inserting the other parameters of PETRA at E, = 7 Gel’ 
into eq. (5) gives a predicted coherent amplitude of (Api~)~~, 
= (6 i- 3). 10-s (about 0.1 standard deviation of momentum 
spread). The coherent excitation of the beam was measured 
with a longitudinal pick-up. From the signal (see Fig. l), 
a coherent amplitude of (~Ip/p)~~~ = (3 7t 1) ’ 10-s was de- 
rived, which is in agreement with the value computed from 
the noise spectrum within the limits of error. 

Under the assumption that. in the HERA electron ring the 
rf-noise kvel is the same as in PETRA, the rms-amplitude of 
coherent /3-tron oscillations at t,he interaction point can be 

estimated. Scaling the measured longitudinal amplitude in 
PETRA according t,o the parameters of HERA at 30 GeV, 
the result is 

s - 9 3. lo-” m e,rm* - ‘+.I (7) 

which corresponds to about one percent of the half-beam 
width. 
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Figure 1: Frequency spectrum of the longitudinal pick-up 

signal in PETRA. 

ProtoE Emittance Growth 

In order t,o obtain an Pstimatr for the proton emittance dilu- 
tion caused by t,he randomly excited, roherently oscillating 
electron beam, we start from the continuous approximat,ion 
for proton y-tron oscillat,ions: 

d’ 
---x + Lzpsy = 2AL+w,f( Spr zp; 
dtz ’ reit)) (8) 

where A+ = 2rAQz,,/T0 (rO: rot,ation period) is the fre- 
quency shift caused by the linear part of the space charge 
force (fiin = zp - z.(t)), and f(zp, zp; xc(i)) describes the 
(nonlinear) dependence of the beam-beam interaction on the 
horizontal and vertical proton coordinate and the horizontal 

displacement re(t) of the oscillating electron bunch. 
As an extreme simplification, we now insert the unper- 

turbed linear motion for zp, zp int,o f, 

s* - i, = +oS(LL’Z,pf + ‘Fz,o) (9) 

zp - gp T +o.q~,,,~ - Pr,o) (10) 

However, taking into account the dependenre of the tunes 
on amplitude (see below), 

d,,p .:= UJ~,~(.?, 2) ancl ‘L”,~ = u’~,J~, 4) (11) 

The right hand side of eq. (6) then l~~corn~s a given function 
of time which as the uext step is expanded in powers of zc(t): 

f(~p(t),Zp(t);2~(f) = ~.(t)~(a,(t),i(t);oj + O(23) (12) 
c 

Keeping only the term linear in the (small) coordinate z,, 
the mean square growth of t,he proton ;7-tron amplitude can 
be calrulat,ed from the solution of eq. (8): 

CL x;(f) - x:(0, .>= 

4Ad; 
/ J 

t dr ’ dr’sirrw,,,(f - ~)siw,,,(t - T’) 
0 0 

i X,(T)X,(T1) .‘, c +$Tf) ~vr,o.v*.o (13) 
e e 

Expanding af ji?x, in a Fourier series, 

Z(T) = Caklesp(i(~ko,,, + hz,,)) 
k.1 

(14) 

taking the average over the initial phases pa,,, and P*,~, and 
inserting the correlation function jeq. (4)) yields: 

c. x;(t) - x;(o) ::a = ~Aw;x,~<~,,& 

( ,=s., 5 ai-q-i~*lw,., - 42) f f15) a! 
and thus a diffusive growth of proton emittance. The dif- 
fusion rate is peaked not only for w,,, = I&,,,, but also at 
higher order resonances due to the nonlinearit,y of the beam- 
beam force. 

The Fourier-coefficients nkl up to k + 1 = 12 are calcu- 
lated by numerical integration for different values of proton 
amplitude (the t,une shift is determined by the coefficient 
a,). The diffusion rates are then calculated as a function of 
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c.lwtr,,n tune fin fixccl tune!, C&/; - .37/.36. Arouutl the 

rr’hOllanCr’l .dr,C 3~,. and u.~,~ - d,‘,&, t 2LcI:,p. the re.iults arc 
c-c,~,lparerl to the growth rates ol)tained from c-omputcr track- 

ing sirllidatioIls for one int~eraction point %-it11 AQ,!, = .OOt, 
t see Fig. 3 ). Takiq int,o acrouut the t,ypiral error of the 
sirrnilatiort cllte to statistical rmrrrtainities, the agreement is 
r:itller gootf. (Note: Tht~ prmueters usrd in thr simuhtion 

correspond to a.11 nverrstimatc nf the actual effect in HERPl 

ljy about two orders of rnagnit~ndc.) 

With the analytical model presented in the preceding section 
the ~~st,inlated lun~inosit~y lifetime iti HERA due t,o electron 
rf-noise is definitely larger than 10 hr, if the distance to the 

linear ~csonance ( (EZ,$, : Qr,*) is kept larger than nhout 0.1. 
The agreement of the simple ansatz vvit,h the computer sim- 

ulations for the p-qnh~~ effects is surprisingly good The 
1~lode1 calculation implies that the luminosit,y lifetime will 
not be undesirably reduced if the distance to the strongest 
nonlinear res<uiances is kept larger than about 0.03. 

A more refined version of the analytical model (including 

loralizat,ion of interaction points and rf-sections), which was 
done rarlierc, gives a bet,ter description of the dependence 
of growth rate on t,unes in debil, but does not change t.he 
results clualit~ativcly. 
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Figure 2: Proton erriittance diffusionrat,e (AE/E,)/( 10” ro- 

tations) from conlputer simulations for an initial 
amplitude of 0.5 gZ,r (circles) and 1 os,e (trian- 
gles), and the predicted rates from the analytic 

model (solid and dashed curves). The pararne- 
ters are: AQ = 0.005, Qx:z,p = .37/.36,~,,,,, = 

0.05 fl’s,er 6, = 0.0034 per rotation (one rotation 

in HERA = 21 ps). 
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